
Responses to reviewer’s comments: 
 
Dear Editor and Reviewers 
 
Thank you for your expert and helpful review of our manuscript. We have responded 

to each in a point-by-point manner below and will include a marked-up copy and a 

clean copy of the revised manuscript. We reviewed whole manuscript for grammatic 

mistakes and corrected accordingly.  

 
Thanks 
 
Muhammad Nadeem Yousaf, MD 
 

 

Reviewer #1: 

Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good) 

Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing) 

Conclusion: Accept (General priority) 

Specific Comments to Authors:  

1. A nice case demonstrated. the images are good, only I would like if the authors can provide an 

intraoperative picture demonstrating the diaphragmatic defect.  

 

Response: 

Unfortunately, Intra-operative pictures were not captured, therefore we will be unable to provide 

these.  

 

2.Some grammatical errors in the discussion part.  

 

Response: 

We have reviewed the whole manuscript for grammatic mistakes and corrected accordingly 

 

 

3. "ACE inhibitor associated cough is an unheard phenomenon, that may result in liver 

herniation" in the conclusion part seems misleading. consider rearranging the sentence  

 

Response: 

We have changed the misleading statement and changed the wording of sentence as “ACE 

inhibitor associated cough is a known adverse reaction, that rarely may result in liver herniation.” 

 

4. consider citing this article "https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10353-019-0606-9"  

 

Response:  

We have cited the above article as recommended. 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10353-019-0606-9


 

Language Quality:* Grade B (Minor language polishing) Conclusion:* Accept (General priority) 

Re-Review:* Would you like to re-review the manuscript revised by the author? Yes 

Confidential Comments To Editor If the peer-reviewer has special, important comments or 

questions about the manuscript, please submit them below: Files Upload Specific Comments To 

Authors (File): No file chosen Browse Attached file Confidential Comments To Editor (File): No 

file chosen Browse Attached file Rephrase 

 

Reviewer #2: 

Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good) 

Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing) 

Conclusion: Accept (General priority) 

Specific Comments to Authors: This case report deserves publication. Liver herniation 

attributed to cough attributed to ACE-I is rare. The manuscript is well written. 

 

Response: 

Thank you for your encouraging comments. We really appreciate it.  

 

 

 


